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An honorable Earl, an American Girl, and one losing bet that changes everything. Miss
Charley Jackson never wanted to sail to England. The British are stuffy, and arrogant,
and think far too highly of themselves. Particularly, the ones who referred to themselves
as Lords. Julian Wellstone, the Earl of Westerley, had never walked away from a bet
but should have known his luck would eventually run out. He should have known a time
would come when the gambling tables would turn against him. Which is exactly what
happened when he played “one more hand” and lost the game of a lifetime to
American Whiskey King, Mr. Daniel Jackson. Jules has no choice but to honor the bet
and court the man’s daughter—a chit who managed to get under his skin from the
moment he met her. But honor is everything. Until love deals him a new hand. And
once the lines are blurred, all bets are off. Will he fold and walk away, or will he ante up
his heart and risk everything for the love of a lifetime?
Confident not Cocky WORKBOOK: Why self-esteem is key to life business and career.
This is the workbook whose exercises and questions will probe and prepare you to
building a self-esteem that is compatible with the life you desire. The difference
between those that achieve all that they desire and pursue and those who do not is
Confidence, Courage and Self-Esteem. Are you confident, happy, and have a high level
of self-respect or are you depressed, timid, and disgusted with your life? Do you feel
you have the power to do what it takes to be successful or are you afraid of failure?
Everyone evaluates themselves one way or another in positive and negative ways. This
workbook together with the paperback book, will guide you to an understanding of how
your current self-worth is contributing to some of your frustrations and shortfalls.
Whether you're a student, a businessperson, a professional, a group leader, or a public
speaker, you can achieve your goals, your desires by using Confident not Cocky as a
resource for ideas and inspiration.
Reginald Fowl isn't your ordinary chicken... He's a "Rainbow Rooster", whose passion
for reading, mysteries, and adventure gets him into and out of trouble. Join him and his
flock as they take on bullies, babies, predators, humans, and holidays in this collection
of zany barnyard adventures, perfect for kids ages 9 to 109. If you enjoy talking animal
stories like Babe, Charlotte's Web, Stuart Little, and The Wind in the Willows, you'll love
the Cocky Doodle Doo series! The Cocky Doodle Collection contains the first 4 books in
the Cocky Doodle Doo series: Cocky Doodle Doo: A Barnyard Comedy Cocky Doodle
Boo: Haunted Tales from the Hen House Cocky Doodle Scrooge: Christmas Carols
from the Hen House Cocky Doodle Woo: Valentines from the Hen House
My second grade students guerrilla glued my pants. Don’t ask. And the attending
physician, Johnny... i can’t get him off my mind. He's single handedly the handsomest
man I ever met. Ever. I mean seriously. Sure I flirted. You would too. Any woman with a
pulse would have. And our heated moment was just that. Or it was supposed to be.
Turns out he’s a single dad. And his son is in my class. HIs son’s always picked up by
his nanny, so we’d never met. Until she quits and he’s stuck. He offers me the job of
professional nanny after school for the rest of the year. And he’s right, I do have the
time. But I wasn’t expecting the magnetic attraction he stirs in me. He says he didn’t
see me coming either. But he has a bevy of potential women chasing after him. And
I’m now the hired help. What I’m not saying is how I wish I actually believed in happilyPage 1/8
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ever-after. And I never expected what happened to us.
Four cocky brothers. Four steaming-hot contemporary romances. Four happily ever
afters. "Howell and Wolf are becoming the go-to for office romances with this series." Chelle Bliss, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Men of Inked Series. This AMAZON
TOP 50 bestselling series is available in one collection for a LIMITED time! Includes
four full-length, standalone romance novels in the Cocky Suits Chicago series. Book 1:
Cocky Playboy Book 2: Possessive Playboy Book 3: Filthy Playboy Book 4: Arrogant
Playboy What readers are saying: ????? "An enemies-to-lovers-forbidden-officeromance filled with steamy, sexy encounters with just a slight addition of mild angst,
concluded with a warm cup of sweet HEA." ????? "Ahhhh I love me some cocky
Alphaholes and Decker, damn he gets me going!" ????? "Decker Collins was a hot,
cocky, dirty talking hero" ????? "WOW! Great series if you love Vi Keeland and
Penelope Ward's Cocky Hero Club! It's out of this world!" ????? "Where have these two
authors been hiding? Holy crap I need some more office romance like this! Reminds me
of Billions on Showtime but better!" ????? "If you've watched Suits on USA Network,
you will fall head over heels in love with Decker and his three brothers! They need to
make this into a TV series!"
It was just a typical manic Monday until the blue and red lights flashed behind my
Harley. The cop who pulled me over was good-looking, if you're into clean cut guys with
expressive eyes. He was also cocky and gave me three tickets.One for
speeding.Another for blowing a light.And the third for not producing an insurance
card.Jerk.When he finally let me go, I realized I was more than an hour late for my first
day as an intern for the infamous advice column, Ask Ida.So much for trying to be the
only one in my family with a legit job.Lucky for me, my new boss, Soraya, didn't fire me
on the spot. But that's where my luck ran out.A couple of weeks later, in between
fetching coffee and finding the missing paperclips, I received a text message from my
dad, the president of the Corrupt Hellraisers MC, ordering me to the compound.Yeah,
try explaining that to your new boss.Hey, I've gotta go. Everyone in my family is a
criminal and we're all on lockdown.You're fired.Sure enough when I arrived at the
clubhouse, everyone was in cuffs and the jerk who pulled me over was the one
ushering my father out of the clubhouse.They say you never see the bad guys
coming.Well, I didn't see the cocky jerk coming either.
Cocky's Castle
A Fake Courtship that becomes all-too-real... The Marquess of Greystone is responsible for
carrying on his family’s name and he’s determined to fulfill his duty. He will marry a proper
lady, of a proper lineage, and produce an heir. He’s even gone so far as to obtain permission
to court Lady Isabella, the debutante he’s decided would make an excellent marchioness. But
first, as a favor to his friend the Baron of Chaswick, he’s promised to assist in easing the
man’s illegitimate sister’s entrance into society. A trip around a lake in a rowboat and a drive
through Hyde Park ought to be enough to help the chit feel welcome. Miss Diana Jones
believed her brother’s title would pave the way for her entrance into society but gaining the
acceptance of the ton is not so simple as that. When her brother’s friend rows her around the
lake and another gentleman takes notice, she cannot help but believe if the Marquess were to
appear to be actually courting her, she’d have no trouble at all attracting a suitable husband.
Despite Lord Greystone’s advanced age of nine and twenty, he is lofty, proper, and a little
stuffy. He’s the perfect man to pretend that she’s captured his heart! And of course, he will
help her, he’s one of her brother’s best friends. What begins as a game of pretend turns both
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of their plans upside down when their feigned affection blossoms into genuine feelings neither
bargained for. Lust. Joy. Love? Will the marquess and Diana overcome their differences or will
those differences keep them from knowing the love of a lifetime?
A duke pretending to be a butler and a very suspicious spinster realize that choosing love isn’t
as easy as one might think… “The loser must perform butler duties for the winner throughout
the Season this spring.” The Duke of Blackheart should never have accepted the wager. A
foolish drunken night of games had led to an uncomfortable promise, but after considerable
planning and a good deal of delegating, he’d found the charade almost too easy… Or so he’d
thought, until Lord Greystone’s spinster cousin arrives, lips pinched in disapproval, eyes filled
with suspicion, with the potential to spoil everything. Miss Violet Faraday had come to London
for one reason only—to assist in launching her niece into society. She did not come in hopes of
landing a husband for herself, nor had she expected to come face to face with her tragic past.
Most of all, she had not planned on becoming extraordinarily fascinated with Mr. Cockfield, her
cousin’s charming, arrogant, and ridiculously good-looking butler. He is a servant and she is a
lady… anything beyond a mild flirtation can only lead to heartbreak…
It's a boy! It's a girl! It's a whole bunch of them! Babies are wonderful, but also lots of trouble as
Reginald and his flock wrestle with the trials and tribulations of parenthood. If you enjoy talking
animal stories like Babe, Charlotte's Web, Stuart Little, and The Wind in the Willows, you'll love
the Cocky Doodle Doo series! Catch all the Cocky Doodle Doo Books: Cocky Doodle Doo: A
Barnyard Comedy Cocky Doodle Boo: Haunted Tales from the Hen House Cocky Doodle
Scrooge: Christmas Carols from the Hen House Cocky Doodle Woo: Valentines from the Hen
House Cocky Doodle Brood: Parenting Tales from the Hen House
A football romance set in Australia and based on the Cocky Hero world characters
Karen is a director at a TV station. She decides to hire a housemaid because she doesn't have
time for housework, but the person she hired is actually a man! This guy has an IQ of 200, and
very sadistic. He requires rewards after his perfect houseworks!! Also he seems to hold some
secrets...
Follow Cocky around the campus of the University of South Carolina as he makes his way to
Williams-Brice Stadium for a football game.
It's Dickens...with chickens! Christmas is coming, and the flock decides to get their revenge on
Sweetie for his Halloween antics and teach that mischievous rooster a lesson once and for all.
But will doing so put them on Santa's naughty list? If you enjoy talking animal stories like Babe,
Charlotte's Web, Stuart Little, and The Wind in the Willows, you'll love the Cocky Doodle Doo
series, a zany barnyard adventure, for kids ages 9 to 109. Catch all the Cocky Doodle Doo
Books: Cocky Doodle Doo: A Barnyard Comedy Cocky Doodle Boo: Haunted Tales from the
Hen House Cocky Doodle Scrooge: Christmas Carols from the Hen House Cocky Doodle
Woo: Valentines from the Hen House Cocky Doodle Brood (coming soon!)!
What happens when a lady breaks the rules? Felicity Brightley is the most genteel of ladies.
Raised to marry the Earl of Westerley, she’s never failed to follow the dictates of society.
Doing so, she’d been promised, ensured lifelong security and happiness. When her future is
shattered, however, she decides it’s time she tests those rules—perhaps make up a few of her
own. Viscount Manningham-Tissinton (Mantis) isn’t looking for a wife—especially not a lady
considered a diamond of the first water. So when he stumbles upon Felicity, devastated by the
betrayal at the hands of one of Mantis’ closest friends, he takes it upon himself to comfort her.
With a single kiss, and then another—until a storm of passion ignites between them—a storm
that threatens to land them both in scandal. Because breaking the rules comes with a price.
Will that price be a lifetime of regret, or is it fate’s serendipitous design for their happily ever
after? Only one way to find out…
I hate him and yet I love him. Trent’s my adopted brother … and he drives me up the wall!
Janie’s the daughter of two hippie do-gooders. Her parents have a mission to save the world,
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and that includes welcoming handsome quarterback Trent Lewis into their home after his
parents pass in an unfortunate accident. Trent’s got a chip on his shoulder the size of a house.
Our hero’s not interested in being “adopted” per se, especially because he’s already an
adult. But when the alpha gets a look at the curvy girl living under the same roof, suddenly the
heat skyrockets … because he and Janie are about to embark on the taboo! Hey Readers –
Can you say FORBIDDEN? Well, we promise that no one is actually related in this fun-loving
tale. As always, there’s a sweet HEA where the BBW brunette gets her gorgeous man. Love,
Katie and Sarah
Curtis Warren is an underworld legend, the Liverpool scally who took the methods of the streetcorner drug pusher and elevated them to an art form. He forged direct links with the cocaine
cartels of Colombia, the heroin godfathers of Turkey, the cannabis growers of Morocco and the
ecstasy labs of Holland and Eastern Europe. His drugs went around the world, from the clubs
of Manchester and Glasgow to the beaches of Sydney, Australia. His underlings called him the
"Cocky Watchman". His pursuers called him "Target One". This best-selling autobiography
uncovers his meteoric rise to become "the richest and most successful British criminal who has
ever been caught".It relates how the Liverpool Mafia became the UK's foremost drug
importers; tells how Warren corrupted top-level police officers; unveils the inside story of the
biggest joint law enforcement investigation ever undertaken; and reveals the explosive
contents of the covert wiretaps that brought his global empire crashing down. COCKY is a
shocking insight into modern organised crime and a vivid account of the workings of the
international drugs trade.
Revenge...Revenge was Killian Kingston's only intention in life. At a young age, he watched his
entire family die slowly and painfully at the hands of the Clyper family. The Clyper’s were
notorious well-known physicians. People traveled all over the world to be seen by a Clyper.
Some never came back, yet no one talked about those people. No one talked about the
experimentations the Clyper’s illegally did. Now, as a prominent doctor, Killian enjoys inflicting
pain on his enemies, with no plans to stop until they're all destroyed no matter what. Things
begin to change when Alegra a medical student enters his life. She's bright. She's resilient.
She's a fucking Clyper. A Clyper that was dismissed the day she was born. Although that
makes her innocent...she's still a Clyper.
Mr. Peter Spencer isn't interested in anything but his music, until, that is, a most unlikely lady
touches his soul. She reminds him of a perfectly made violin that's languished untuned for far
too long. Unfortunately, she also intimidates the hell out of him.Lady Starling has lost hope and
faith in everything around her. Love only betrays, it never fulfills its promise. Can Peter
convince her to trust her heart or will she turn her back on a future with the man of her
dreams? Cocky Brother was initially published in December 2020 under the title Mayfair
Maidens. This COCKY BROTHER version includes bonus content and it is Book 4 of the
Regency Cocky Gents series. The hero, Peter Spencer, is Stone's--AKA Cocky
Mister's--brother. It can be read as a standalone or with the series. I hope those of you who
read the first version love the new scenes as much as I do!
Four enterprising young people in Australia set out to renovate a hundred-year-old house
known as "Cocky's Castle" for a Historic Homes contest with surprising results.
Ah, Valentines Day. Love is in the air...or not. Something is amiss in the hen house. The girls
have lost that loving feeling, and Reginald and the other roosters will do anything to regain
their attention, even if it means resorting to drastic measures. Can they woo their ladies back,
or is this the end of the flock as they know it? If you like stories with talking animals (and often
wise-cracking ones), then you'll love the Cocky Doodle Doo series!
Some loves are worth fighting for. When Cocky sees something he wants he goes for it,
consequences be damned. But when what he wants means crossing boundaries and blurring
lines that could break more than hearts, he has to decide how far he's willing to go. Everything
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he has ever wanted is within his grasp, but life is unpredictable. There’s a new enemy in Webb
Hollow, threatening to destroy the one he cherishes most. Search Terms: MC Romance, Biker
Romance, Dark Romance, Action and Adventure, Suspense, Thriller, Mystery, Steamy
Romance, Alpha Male, Dominant Hero, Romantic Thriller, Romantic Suspense, Saga,
Interconnected Characters, family saga, crime, moonshine romance, dark fantasy, adult
fantasy, women's action and adventure, contemporary romance, motorcycle club romance,
bestselling biker series, motorcycle action and adventure, new adult romance, second chance
romance, love triangle, May December Romance, older man younger woman
Three cocky brothers. Three steaming-hot contemporary romances. Three happily ever afters.
"Howell and Wolf are becoming the go-to for office romances with this series." - Chelle Bliss,
USA Today Bestselling Author of the Men of Inked Series. This AMAZON TOP 50 bestselling
series is available in one collection for a LIMITED time! Includes three full-length, standalone
romance novels in the Cocky Suits Chicago series. Book 1: Cocky Playboy Book 2: Bossy
Playboy Book 3: Filthy Playboy Cocky Playboy He's a bastard in Burberry. Decker Collins
knows how to do one thing--win. When his billion-dollar law practice moves to merge with a
firm out of Dallas, she shows up to oversee the transition. Tate Reynolds--the vixen in
Versace. She's whip-smart, sassy, and gorgeous. Oh, and she doesn't take any of Decker's
sh*t. With the merger hanging in the balance, they go to war with each other. There's only one
problem. This war isn't just about business. Because when they're not butting heads... They're
banging headboards. Bossy Playboy Policy: Don't sleep with your brother's secretary.
Problem: Deacon Collins is a wealthy playboy and does what he pleases. It started out
innocent. He yanked her into the supply closet and lost his briefs. Not the legal kind. Now, he
wants more. More of her soft curves and sweet mouth. More than just quickies against a
cabinet. Quinn can throw the flowers he sends in the trash and hide behind company policy all
she wants. At the end of the day... He will have her. Filthy Playboy She's young and innocent.
He's tattooed and experienced. Abigail Whitley transferred to Chicago to live life to the fullest
and have fun before settling down. No commitments. No limitations. It wasn't supposed to
happen. She never expected Dexter Collins to strut into the office her first day on the job. But
how could she not notice his inked-up arms and sharp jawline? He's smoking-hot, refined, and
has a stare that could melt steel. He's also arrogant, jealous, and possessive. Before long,
their harmless interactions lead to toe-curling in his bedroom. She realizes there's more to him
than she thought, and she's falling-hard. Just when life seems perfect, business mixes with
pleasure and Dexter is, well, Dexter. Nothing goes according to plan. After a monumental
screw up, she's done. Finished with him. There's just one problem. He's not having it. What
readers are saying: ????? "An enemies-to-lovers-forbidden-office-romance filled with steamy,
sexy encounters with just a slight addition of mild angst, concluded with warm cup of sweet
HEA." ????? "If you are looking for the following: cocky alpha male heroes, bold/smart
heroines, inter-office romances, sexual tension out the wazoo, look no further." ????? "Ahhh I
love me some cocky Alphaholes and decker, damn he gets me going. I love me some enemiesto-lovers/office romance tropes." ????? "Fun characters, lots of tension and happy ever afters."
????? "The Collins brothers are hot, cocky, dirty talking heroes." ????? "I was totally glued to
my kindle from the very beginning!" ????? "I loved Decker and his Alpha, arrogant, sexy,
demanding, jerky ways." ????? "I love myself a cocky a**hole, and these books delivered more
than one." ????? "If you love Kendall Ryan, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, and Lauren Blakely,
these hot contemporary romances are for you!"
Something "fowl" is brewing this Halloween... It's the flock’s first fall on the farm and strange
things are afoot, including a Were-Chicken! Can Reginald and his fellow roosters protect the
ladies and save the day? If you enjoy talking animal stories like Babe, Charlotte's Web, Stuart
Little, and The Wind in the Willows, you'll love the Cocky Doodle Doo series, a zany barnyard
adventure, for kids ages 9 to 109. Catch all the Cocky Doodle Doo Books: Cocky Doodle Doo:
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A Barnyard Comedy Cocky Doodle Boo: Haunted Tales from the Hen House Cocky Doodle
Scrooge: Christmas Carols from the Hen House Cocky Doodle Woo: Valentines from the Hen
House Cocky Doodle Brood (coming soon!)!
A Fake Marriage, a touch of amnesia, and a pact that whatever happens in Gretna Green,
stays in Gretna Green.... If Lady Tabetha Wellstone can land a duke for a husband, she'll have
fulfilled her destiny once and for all...so there is no way she’ll allow herself to fall for Stone
Spencer—a mere Mister—even if he is tall, dark and incredibly handsome. As the loser of a bet,
Stone Spencer, second son of the Earl of Ravensdale, “wins” the distinctive honor of watching
out for his good friend Lord Westerley’s youngest sister for the duration of the spring season.
She’s spoiled, and headstrong, and determined to make his task impossible. In the end, he
may be able to protect her from herself, but who will protect her from him? Or is Stone the one
who needs protecting?
An unforgettable portrait of the emerging world's entrepreneurial dynamos Brilliant, Crazy,
Cocky is the story about that top 1% of people who do more to change their worlds through
greed and ambition than politicians, NGOs and nonprofits ever can. This new breed of selfstarter is taking local turmoil and turning it into opportunities, making millions, creating
thousands of jobs and changing the face of modern entrepreneurship at the same time. To tell
this story, Lacy spent forty weeks traveling through Asia, South America and Africa hunting
down the most impressive up-and-comers the developed world has never heard of....yet. The
individuals profiled in Brilliant, Crazy, Cocky are distinct products of their own cultures, yet they
share that same unmistakable cocktail of delusion, ambition, and brilliance that drove Bill
Gates, Fred Smith, Donald Trump, and every other iconic American entrepreneur of the last
few decades.
Based on the NYT Bestselling series by Vi Keeland & Penelope Ward, Cocky Captain is a sexy
standalone novel in the Cocky Hero World. Logan is exactly the kind of man I despise. Cocky
jet jock, a former Navy Blue Angel, and full of all the arrogance that comes with being the best
of the best, and he's fighting for a forever...with me.
SECRET CRUSH * BROTHER'S BEST FRIEND * COMPROMISED Three years ago, Lady
Bethany Fitzwilliam’s season in London was cut short when her father was killed in a duel.
Shaken by the tragedy, she devotes herself to her grieving mother, sister, and brother and
settles into a life of spinsterhood. Besides, no one can ever live up to “Chase” the Baron of
Chaswick, who she’s secretly loved for most of her life — and who also happens to be one of
her brother’s closest friends. Aside from being the most beautiful man she’s ever known,
Chase is charming, kind and all a woman could want. He’d never notice a girl like Bethany and
so she’ll suffer her unrequited love from afar. It ought to be enough. And it is. That is… until he
has no choice but to notice her.
Mr. Peter Spencer isn't interested in anything but his music, until, that is, a most unlikely lady
touches his soul. She reminds him of a perfectly made violin that's languished untuned for far
too long. Unfortunately, she also intimidates the hell out of him. Lady Starling has lost hope
and faith in everything around her. Love only betrays, it never fulfills its promise. Can Peter
convince her to trust her heart or will she turn her back on a future with the man of her
dreams? Cocky Brother was initially published in December 2020 under the title Mayfair
Maidens. This COCKY BROTHER version includes bonus content and it is Book 4 of the
Regency Cocky Gents series. The hero, Peter Spencer, is Stone's--AKA Cocky
Mister's--brother. It can be read as a standalone or with the series. I hope those of you who
read the first version love the new scenes as much as I do!
Two weeks touring art galleries in London-that's what my Uncle Stig promised. It was going to
be a nice quiet trip with my favorite relative who also happens to be the US Ambassador to
England. The only problem? It's a little too quiet. I crave something more than four o'clock tea
and crumpets. Which is how I end up at Jayvee's, a London nightclub. While my uncle
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discusses politics with diplomats, I'm on the other side of town, heating up the dance-floor. I
capture the attention of Lord Fernborough and he corners me in the nightclub. He's arrogant.
Opinionated. And devastatingly handsome.Just as I'm about to be swept off my feet by his icy
blue eyes, he tells me how he insulted the US Ambassador on national TV. I return the favor
by throwing my Cosmopolitan in his face. No one disses my uncle. His Grace (that's how his
employees refer to him) calls twenty-six times before I toss my phone in the Thames. I don't
care who he charmed to get my number. I don't care if every muscle in my body thrums with
lust within two seconds of meeting him. The cocky duke can go to hell because I'm flying back
to the West Coast at daybreak.It's not like he can stop the plane...
"It's about family, being grateful for the ones who love us even when they know us." Laughter
ripples through my special guests. "Friends are family, too. Our chosen family. And you're all
mine. I couldn't be more thankful to have you in my life."This love story begins with one wild
Halloween party then falls deeper into...fall. Like all the holiday novellas in this series, it
features a side character. Billy appeared in Nicholas and Caden's books, the friend whose
house burned to the ground, the event that made him up his stakes in life, and rise to the
challenge. The Cockers make many appearances and clues are left for future books...I hope
you enjoy it. __________________________The Cocky Series Order:The Six Cocker Brothers
who launched it all. 1. Cocky Roomie - JAKE 2. Cocky Biker - JETT 3. Cocky Cowboy JAXSON 4. Cocky Romantic - JASON 5. Cocky Senator - JUSTIN 6. Cocky Marine - JEREMY
Spin off character from Cocky Biker 7. A Honey Badger Xmas (not paranormal, it's his
nickname) The Next Generation: 8. Cocky Senator's Daughter: Hannah Cocker 9. Cocky
Genius: Ethan Cocker 10. Cocky Rockstar: Gabriel Cocker 11. Cocky Love: Emma Cocker 12.
Cocky Quarterback: Eric Cocker 13. Cocky Rebel: Sofia Sol Cocker 14. Cocky By Association:
Sean & Celia 15. Cocky Director: Max Cocker 16: Cocky and Out of My League: Nicholas
Cocker 17: Cocky Bonus Scenes For Books 1-16 18: Cocky Surgeon: Caden Cocker 19:
Cocky Mother's Day: Tonk Jr. 20: Cocky Thanksgiving: Billy Cooper
Today is officially the worst day of my life... I woke up five hours late after a reckless one-night
stand with the sexiest, cockiest, and most arrogant man I've ever met. (And this asshole
actually left a note: I think you were lying to me about being "experienced" last night. You
orgasmed three times, and that was before we made it to your bedroom. I also find it hard to
believe you "usually wear silk or lingerie." Your drawers are all full of cotton granny
panties--The best man you've ever fucked...) My top two clients for my PR company left to my
number one competitor, my roommate 'accidentally' bleached my favorite suit, and my favorite
coffee shop was shut down for "health concerns." Still, none of those things dimmed my
excitement for what was supposed to be the best four o'clock signing session of my career. I
was on the verge of signing the highest paying client in my company's history, taking on a socalled "impossible" job that no publicist had been able to handle. But at four o'clock, there was
no athlete, television personality, or celebrity. Instead, that sexy, arrogant one-night stand
stepped into my office with a familiar smirk and introduced himself as my new, cocky client...
Aubrey et Chance n'ont rien en commun. Sauf peut-être leur destination : la Californie. Ils se
rencontrent dans une station-service au coeur des Etats-Unis, et le destin va faire en sorte
qu'ils vont faire route ensemble. C'est le début d'un voyage riche en mésaventures plus
étranges et amusantes les unes que les autres. Qui aurait cru qu'une figurine du président
Obama et une chèvre joueraient un rôle si important dans leur vie ? Aubrey est sérieuse, un
brin coincée. Chance est mannequin et ancien footballeur australien. Il déborde de charme,
mais il y a peut-être plus derrière son masque prétentieux et provocateur. Ils ont peu de points
communs mais ne dit-on pas que les contraires s'attirent ?
I thought the scenery would be the highlight of my working trip to Scotland, then a dark-haired,
kilted Highlander walks into the bar. That swoony Scottish accent. Dark eyes and a sexy smirk.
Would anyone blame me for a quick holiday romance? Except if I want to keep my job, Ewan is
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off limits. I need to lock down my lust. For a former poor kid who's used to deprivation, this
should be easier. But my cocky Scot doesn't agree, and he's hell bent on changing my mind. -Cocky Kilt is a cute and steamy romp between a New York lass and a determined Scot. Expect
sexting after dark and a love-conquers-all happy ending. Written in the Cocky Hero Club world,
Hailey, our heroine, is first featured in Park Avenue Player by Vi Keeland and Penelope Ward.
Cocky Cruiser Cocky Cruiser is a full-length standalone novel in Penelope Ward and Vi
Keeland's Cocky Hero World.AdeleI never expected to meet a handsome stranger on a family
vacation with my brother, Chance, and his wife and son. And I sure as hell didn't expect to hop
on a nineteen day cruise with said handsome stranger across the Pacific.Hey, you only live
once, right?I didn't have the best track record. I'd made some bad decisions in my life and hurt
people in the process. For some reason, this trip felt like a new beginning for me; a fresh start
to finally get my life back on track.I just didn't plan to fall in love in the process.CohenI wasn't
sure what made me invite the beautiful bombshell on the cruise with me; maybe I just didn't
want to be alone and be reminded of what I'd lost the entire time.I didn't expect anything in
return from her. I didn't want to complicate things. But somehow one thing led to another and I
kept telling myself that she was just a fling. I didn't do love or relationships and I wanted to
keep it that way. Once the cruise was over, we'd go our separate ways and would have some
unforgettable memories to last a lifetime.At least that's what my plan was. But sometimes, life
doesn't always go according to plan.Author's note - Due to strong language and sexual
content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
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